Score Trending, Factors & Alerts
Engage your customers by
providing them with helpful,
knowledge-based solutions

Increase Consumer Credit Knowledge and Build Brand Loyalty
Providing customers with a credit report and score is the first step toward building
engagement and brand loyalty. To maximize that information’s value–for your customers
and your brand–it’s also vital to engage people with solutions that will help them better
understand how and why their scores change over time.
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When your customers keep a close eye on their credit, everybody wins. Our interactive Score Trending
solution enables users to see how their credit progresses over time. They’re also able to see how their
scores compare to national, regional and state averages. Additionally, we provide credit score risk levels
to help customers gauge how potential lenders perceive them. Meanwhile, Score Factors help explain
what is driving a customer’s score up or down. Finally, customers have the ability to receive score alerts
based on a variety of customizable options, such as reaching a target, moving up or down by a certain
amount, or changing risk levels. All of these features can help customers educate themselves about
their credit.

The Trend Everyone Should Follow
Give customers more than just a single score and glimpse of their report. By partnering with Experian
you’ll provide:

• Score Trending,
featuring an easyto-understand
graph and history
of score changes
since enrollment
• Score Factors that
help members
understand what
affects their score
• Customizable goal
score alerts, risk level
change alerts, and
score change alerts

The Experian Advantage
Experian is the largest credit bureau in the US. We maintain credit information on hundreds of millions
of American consumers. When you package scores and reports with trending and alerts, you’ll have a
comprehensive product that your customers will be sure to use and appreciate.
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